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COVID Literature
CPR Outcomes
In this US Cohort of 5019 COVID-19 patients, authors looked at patients with lab confirmed
covid within 14 days of admission in 68 hospitals.
- 14% had IHCA, with only 57% getting CPR.
-Patients with IHCA more likely to be older (63), Co morbid, and in hospital with little ICU resources.
-PEA most common rhythm (49%) and Asystole (23.8%)
-33% ROSC, 12% survived to discharge with 7% survived Neuro intact (21% for patients under
45, 2.9% for >80) [editor: compare to HYPERION of 5-10% Neuro intact survival]
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Ventilation Outcomes
In this US Cohort of >38k
patients with COVID-19,
mortality ranged from
9-15%.

In this Blue Journal meta-analysis, with over
57k patients, case-fatality rate was reported
as ranging from 47% in younger patients
(<40) vs 84% in older patients (>80).
Compare this to older patients admitted to
ICU WITHOUT COVID-19, with in hospital
mortality reported as 10-76%.
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Severe COVID-19 Illness and genetic predisposition:
In this nature paper, 2244 critically ill COVID-19 patients were genetically sequenced. 5 positions are associated with severe disease. Lower TYK2 levels are associated with less disease
(good news JAK inhibitors inhibit this pathway)

COVID-19 and Thrombosis: D-Dimer & ROTEM?
In this small, hypothesis generating exploration, the combination of ROTEM EXTEM ML and DDimer a AUC of 0.92 for macro-vascular thrombosis was found.
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Non-Covid Literature
Colloid vs Crystalloid: the battle continues
In This retrospective study with >18k patients, the use of 5% albumin with saline was associated
with less mortality and AKI than saline alone at 30days in critically ill patients requiring large
volume resuscitation.

Early TXA in Aneurysmal SAH does not improve outcomes
In this “ULTRA” Trial Dutch RCT of 955 patients, the use immediate use of TXA in ruptured SAH
due to aneurysm had no impact on clinical outcome at 6 months. Rebleed rates were 10% vs
14% respectively
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No end organ problems? Let that HTN ride…
In this thought provoking propensity matched cohort of 22k patients (non cardiac admissions), intensive BP management without
end organ damage was associated with harm

RELAX trial: no PEEP (0 to 5) vs low PEEP (8)
In this RCT of 980 IMV ICU patients without ARDS, a PEEP strategy of 0 - 5 was non inferior to 8cm H20, but associated with
more hypoxemia and need for rescue. So… I’ll stick to 5-8 as we
all do.

Pulse Oximetry and Racial bias
In this study out of Michigan, Black patients were 3
times more likely to have occult hypoxemia than matches white patients. Most often, darker skin will result in a
true SPO2% ~2% lower.
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No need to Double Cover for MRSA bacteremia
In this small RCT, double coverage with vanco/dapto and betalactam showed no true benefit
over vanco/dapto (yet combination tx had higher cr)

